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As we come to the close of 2021, we have
seen strong performances in recent new
launches such as The Commodore at
Canberra (74% sold on launch day),
Canninghill Piers (77% sold on launch
day), and of course, Mori, which sold 45%
of its units over the past weekend.
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It does seem chances of getting a
choice unit becomes slimmer if we
get an unfavorable ballot number
or enter after the launch day.
However, not everyone is willing to
wait 5 years for their property to be
built, and not everyone is ready to
make the purchase during launch
day itself. 
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So, how do we ensure we can be 
ready when our dream home is finally
on the market -- be it for new or resale properties? 
Three important factors to highlight -- Timeline, Finances and
Expectations.

Timeline & Finances
When we talk about timeline, we need to look at finances in tandem. For
example, after calculating funds required for the property we are going
for, and realize we need proceeds to come back from the sale of our
existing property before we can complete the purchase, we can negotiate
for a later completion date after funds from our sale are returned.



Expectations
No doubt many of us desire the lowest price, best location, highest potential
for growth and all the other positive attributes for our home purchase.
However, oftentimes some compromise may increase the efficiency for our
property search. How do we compromise then, if all the attributes are desirable
for us? We can use various methods such as ranking of all the attributes
through a Likert scale to understand our requirements better, separating our
needs from wants, which helps narrow down our options.

New price tags
What do we forecast going into next year’s launches? Is this quarter’s
performance reflective of the market direction or did these launches have
such attractive features leading to their strong performances? 
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Additionally, there are other considerations such as Additional Buyer’s Stamp
Duty (ABSD) if we decide to hold onto our existing property while concurrently
going for the next one to avoid missing out on the purchase opportunity. In
such cases, ABSD remissions may be applied depending on various
circumstances, and of course, assessing our cashflow situation beforehand,
whether we have sufficient funds to foot the ABSD bill first, and have it remitted
later, is crucial.
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An indication of next year’s prices can be forecasted by looking at
developers’ purchase prices for their land. In the Out of Central Region
(OCR) at Ang Mo Kio, land was bought from the government at $1118
psf, hence prices are expected to start from $2.1k psf onwards.
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in the Rest of Central Region at One-North, land was bought at $1210 psf,
hence expected prices from $2.2k psf. 

Looking at what new price tags would be, it is no wonder strong sales
were reported in the past quarter, as the current inventory still gets to
enjoy older prices due to much lower land bids in earlier years.

For the Core Central Region (CCR), the Freehold piece of land at Watten Estate
was bought en-bloc at $1723 psf, hence selling prices are likely to be above
$2.9k psf, coupled with rising construction costs.

Are private homes as pricey as they seem?
One might ask ourselves then, with private home prices having climbed
over 5% this year, are they as pricey as they seem? This news article (full
article below) points out that median household income more than
doubled in 2020 from two decades ago, and even with a dip in 2020 due to
the pandemic, household income has risen faster than URA’s price index of
private residential properties, which rose 67% between 2000 and 2021. 
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Today’s homebuyers also
enjoy much lower interest
rates compared with
certain periods in the
past, where interest rates
were 3 times higher back
in 2006.

We also note a large number of buyers are below the age of 40 and majority
are Singaporeans. They are first-time homebuyers or HDB upgraders looking
to purchase their first private property for own-stay or investment. Many also
have the means to upgrade to private properties as resale HDB flats have hit
all time highs climbing 9.1% in the first 3 quarters of the year, faster than
those for private homes at 5.3% (full article below).

Hence, we do have some inkling our demand is supported by a strong base
with holding power and affordability with lower leverage, compared to
uptrends a decade ago, where speculation was more prevalent as
restrictions on additional homes, foreign purchasers and debt were less
stringent, which resulted in price corrections from cooling measures. 

Potential for cooling measures (full article below)
Moving into 2022, with Canninghill Piers likely pushing Q4 2021 index
upwards, we expect the strong base as a precedence for higher prices
next year, watching out for supply side factors such as release of
additional land by the government, or demand side factors such as
increasing interest rates, both of which may not bring down prices, but
allow it to increase at a gradual pace. We can’t wait for our top picks for
new launches in 2022, which we’ll share in our upcoming newsletters!

Kindest regards,
STL Properties

From us at STL Properties, we wish you a Merry Christmas and a Happy
New Year! Stay safe and have a great festive season with your loved ones!
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